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QUESTION 1

An Alexa Skill Builder wants to customize a welcome back message for each person who uses the skill. 

The JSON input is shown below: 
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Which element from the request would the Builder use to accomplish this? 

A. sessionId 

B. userId 

C. requestId 

D. applicationId 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

An Alexa Skill Builder has created a taxi hiring skill. The skill needs to find out when the customer wants a taxi, where
the customer is traveling from, and where the customer wants to go. The Builder is currently asking each question
individually, in the following order: 

"Where do you want to take a taxi from" "Where do you want to take a taxi to" "When do you need a taxi" 

To ensure the voice interaction is flexible, how should this information be gathered regardless of the order in which the
user provides it? 

A. Use a single intent and slot. Inspect the incoming slot value and categorize then response, then prompt for the
remaining information. 

B. Create an intent for each question and include slots for each piece of information on every intent 

C. Create three intents with one slot each. Use Dialog.ElicitSlot to fill the slots. 

D. Create a single intent with three slots. Use the Dialog.Delegate directive to fill the slots. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

An Alexa Skill Builder is developing a skill that must send an initial welcome email to each new user. 

What combination of features would the Builder use to satisfy this requirement? (Choose two.) 

A. Alexa Settings API 

B. Entity resolution 

C. Customer Profile API 

D. Device Address API 

E. Data persistence 

Correct Answer: AC 
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QUESTION 4

An Alexa Skill Builder is troubleshooting issues with a custom skill backed by an AWS Lambda function that integrates
with an external API controlling a light bulb. The Builder observes that when saying "Alexa, turn on the light" the
response is "light is not responding" and 10 seconds later, the light turns on. 

What is the MOST likely cause for this issue and how can it be solved? 

A. The Lambda function is not executing fast enough. Double the currently specified Lambda memory allocation in the
Lambda basic settings section. 

B. The default Lambda function timeout setting is too short and the Lambda function times out before the response from
the external API can be processed and a reply can be sent back to Amazon Alexa. Increase the Lambda timeout limit. 

C. There are too many concurrent Lambda functions running, causing the existing Lambda function to block and then
time out before a response can be returned to Amazon Alexa. Increase the Lambda function reserve concurrency value
to 30, then verify that the function can complete its work within 10 seconds. 

D. There is a bug in the Lambda function code preventing the external API from being called. Enable Lambda
debugging and error handling and check Amazon CloudWatch Logs for the error, then modify the code accordingly. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

An Alexa Skill Builder needs to display an image and some additional text to users of a skill. 

Which approach will work with any Amazon Alexa enabled device? 

A. Use an Alexa display template, such as BodyTemplate1. 

B. Send a Simple card to the user. 

C. Send a Standard card to the user. 

D. Send a LinkAccount card to the user. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://developer.amazon.com/en-US/docs/alexa/custom-skills/include-a-card-in-your-
skillsresponse.html#create-a-card-to-display-text-and-an-image 
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